the dynamic aspects of the environment; to produce a task structure based only on the former; and to design behaviour patterns that can deal with the latter. This kind of separation may not be possible in all domains, but is likely to hold in the type of semi-structured industrial environments (factories, mines, docks, offices) targeted by the project. In particular our work so far suggests that robot cooperation in a number of useful tasks can be handled dynamically through behaviours, with sensor data ensuring the necessary coordination, providing that planning has established what we refer to above as the necessary conditions. 6. Conclusion This paper has considered the MACTA architecture in which a computer-based reflective agent supervises the work of a number of cooperating behavioural robots. We have looked at the individual components of this architecture, at the interface between them and considered two practical experiments. We have demonstrated that this type of hybrid architecture can allow behavioural robots to successfully carry out much more complex tasks than was previously the case and that planning can usefully be used to reduce the problems of purely local decisionmaking and negative interaction between behaviour patterns. 7.
beacon in question instantiated into it, identified, say, by frequency. Unfortunately, the current infra red sensors on Fred and Ginger are not capable of making frequency distinctions between beacons so that this issue can be explored in simulation only.
The plan net for this experiment can be seen in Figure 7 . Phase one of the experiment has been completed successfully and shows that it is possible to reuse behaviour packets at the planner level, especially if these packets are parametrised so that pre-and post-conditions can be extended to cover a range of situations. It also showed that the behaviour patterns within the packets could be reused in creating packets with a new functionality at the planning level. Finally, it demonstrates that loose-coupled cooperation can also be handled at the behavioural level as long as planning is used to produce a coherent sequence of packets and that the generation of different behaviour scripts for each robot requires no extension of the architecture.
5.
Discussion and related work The experiments above have demonstrated that the behaviour script mechanism is both successful in allowing behavioural robots to carry out tasks containing sequenced subtasks, and in presenting an interface which can be used to communicate such tasks by a reflective agent using symbolic planning representations to decompose the goal of a human operator. The Reflective Agent may seem an obvious point of failure in such a system, but there is no reason why in a large scale system several such reflective agents should not be able to supervise their own teams of robots, with one able to take over from another in the event of a fail. Robots still have a very high degree of autonomy so that communication with the reflective agent is low band-width and infrequent: the architecture does not depend on constant contact between the two. The work drawn on in MACTA comes from both Robotics and Planning communities. A starting point for the overall organisation of the MACTA architecture was the Phoenix fire-fighting simulator [Cohen et al 89] . Here a simulated fire boss manages bull-dozers fighting simulated fires: predictive planning is concentrated at the fire boss level, but bull-dozers have reactive capabilities which they use when they confront an environment which does not correspond exactly to the fire boss's model. The MACTA experiments provide a real-world example of this supervisory relationship. The work is also similar in spirit to that of Gat [Gat92] , though here a predictive planner was implemented on a single robot interfacing with a standard reactive control architecture rather like Kaelbling's [Kaelbling90] and very different from the BSA developed at Salford. Bonasso [Bonasso93] has demonstrated how symbolic reactive plans may act as an interface to the subsumption architecture, but this work did not generate the reactive plans. A basic decision that must be made in a multi-agent system is whether all agents will have the same predictive and reactive capacities or not, that is whether the system will be heterogeneous or homogenous. At one extreme, all agents could have the same abilities integrated in the same way, and there are a number of examples of this [Ferguson92, , Muller/Pischel94] . On the other hand, some multi-agent testbeds support the specialisation of agents, so that some agents are more reactive in their approach and others more deliberative [Cohen et al 89, Grant/Lenting93, Farhoodi94] . The MACTA architecture has chosen to specialise agents and to concentrate planning in one place. This success of this choice rests on three things: the ability to separate the static from Because packets activate behaviour patterns according to the sensor pre-and post-conditions within them, those behaviour patterns required for navigating to the docking site while avoiding obstacles will be active until the post-condition of the navigate to loading beacon pattern is met. (distanceSensor: distance < threshold). At this point the object avoidance behaviour bp3 is deactivated, allowing docking to occur. In the same way, when the post-condition of the dock with loading station packet is met (captureHeadSensor: object loaded), the robots will move off, this time with bp6 and bp7 activated as well as the behaviour patterns for travelling to a beacon while avoiding obstacles. The condition (captureHeadSensor: object loaded) is in this case met by an active loading process, which itself waits until two robots have docked before loading the object onto their capture heads. The plan net for this task is trivial ( Figure 6 ) and produces an identical script for each robot. Runs of this experiment show that cooperative relocation works well as long as suitable utility functions are chosen for the behaviour patterns involved. This was done by finding approximate values in simulation and refining these with runs of the real robots. This trial-and-error procedure -while common in behavioural work because of the current lack of a rigorous analytical framwork -is nevertheless far from satisfactiry. Work is going on in the group to investigate learning of utiilty functions [Fraser et al 94] .
Cooperative object relocation and tracking
The aim of this experiment was to explore a task in which the robots had different behaviour scripts to follow and in which loose-coupled cooperation with no direct physical contact took place. The robots Fred and Ginger were equipped with an arm carrying a gripper attached to the capture head and extensible in the X-axis. A switch was mounted on the gripper so that the acquiring of an object could be detected. In addition, a beacon was mounted onto Ginger. The experiment was divided into two phases of which the first is currently complete. In phase one, the robots start by cooperatively transporting a section of pipework, each robot using its gripper, to a destination beacon. When the beacon is detected, Fred releases the pipe, and tracks Ginger as she transports it to a third beacon and docks with it. In phase two, it is planned that rather than starting jointly holding the pipe, Fred will hand it to Ginger -cooperative object exchange -and then track her as before. New behaviour patterns were developed to deal with the extension and retraction of the arm:
bp8 which extends the arm on detection of a beacon bp9 which retracts the arm on detection of a beacon though bp8 was not used in phase one of the experiment. Significantly, bp1-bp7, described above, turned out to be reusable. The two capture head behaviours allowed cooperative transportation even though arms were now in use and a totally different object was being transported. Tracking was produced by the existing navigate-to-beacon and object avoidance behaviour patterns since Fred was attracted by the beacon on Ginger but kept at a distance by the countervailing obstacle avoidance patterns. An issue that arose in the conversion of the plan net into the necessary behaviour scripts was the instantiation of variables into the sensory pre-and post-conditions. The experiment involved three separate beacons, so that a navigate-to-beacon behaviour packet should have the 
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different roles are played by these constructs. Planner pre-conditions represent the logically necessary conditions for the correct behaviour to emerge when the corresponding behaviour packet is active; for example a multi-robot CARRY requires each robot to be holding the transported object. Planning is needed to make sure that these conditions will be met when the robots carry out the mission. In contrast, at the execution level, transition conditions are important -the sensory inputs which deactivate one behaviour packet and activate the next are derived from the context of the task. In the MACTA scenario, the necessary condition for a robot to release an object is that the robot is holding it, but the transition condition is that the appropriate beacon is sensed since the robots currently have no gripper sensor capable of telling them that they are holding an object. In the same way, the behaviour packet for a single-robot NAVIGATE is exactally the same as that for a single-robot CARRY since the robot has no sensor reporting the presence of the carried object unless it is collaborating with a second robot as in experiment 1 below. 4. Experiments The MACTA architecture described above has been applied to two experimental scenarios using both a simulator and the B12 robots Fred and Ginger.
Cooperative object relocation
The purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate that robots could carry out close-coupled cooperation entirely by behavioural means using sensor feedback rather than models and explicit communication. Fred and Ginger were each equipped with a capture head -an instrumented spring mounted X-Y table installed on the top surface of each robot. Figure 5 shows the two robots carrying a pallet such that each end of the pallet rests on a robot capture head.
The behaviour pattern repertoire of each robot consisted of bp1-bp5 as above in 2.2 with the addition of the following:
bp6 maintains a zero capture head velocity. bp7 ensures that the position of the capture head remains central to its location on top of a mobile. bp7 attempts to keep the capture heads centred on each robot, so that if one robot moves faster than the other, the capture head displacement has the effect of slowing the faster robot and speeding up the slower one. This is a bit like the sensory feedback two people carrying a table would receive from the pressure of the table and is of course a form of non-symbolic communication. The interaction between collision avoidance and capture-head behaviours allows the robots to manoeuvre round the obstacles in the domain: as an object gets closer, collision avoidance becomes more important, and the nearer mobile will attempt to move away from it more strongly. This influences the motion of the other. Thus the system allows agents to communicate though they have no concept of communication and no exchange of symbolic information takes place. The complete behaviour script for each robot contains the following behaviour packets:
1. navigate to loading beacon OBJECT RELOCATION phy is to have as much robot functionality as possible incorporated in behaviours, with planning confined only to those areas behaviours cannot attack successfully.
Turning actions into behaviour scripts
The Planner presents the Mission Organiser with a partially-ordered plan net containing primitive actions -that is actions which can be expanded no further by the planner -for conversion into behaviour scripts consisting of a series of behaviour packets. Each primitive action must have one or more agents for whom information is available in the Agents KB allocated to it. The conversion process linearises the plan net into a totally ordered plan for each robot and then matches each primitive in the linearised plan for a robot to a behavior packet held in a behaviours library in the reflective agent. This library is indexed by symbolic versions of the pre-and post-conditions described above. Thus the choice of primitive actions for the Planner defines the interface between the reflective and behavioural agents and an early decision was made to design planner primitive actions such that one action mapped onto one behaviour packet.
Mapping between planner primitives and behaviour packets
Consider the planner action NAVIGATE (robot, rel1, ref1, rel2, ref2, time1, time2) where rel1, ref1 and rel2, ref2 are relationship-reference pairs defining two places. Then NAVIGATE (robot, rel1, ref1, near, ref2, time1, time2) in which a robot ends up near its destination -could be translated into a single NAVIGATE behaviour packet while NAVIGATE (robot, rel1, ref1, at, ref2, time1, time2) in which the robot ends up at its destination -could be translated into two behaviour packets NAVIGATE and DOCK. Thus the Planner would not require the action DOCK and its level of abstraction would be raised. However one-to-one mapping gives the reflective agent a better capacity to recover errors through replanning if necessary. Behavioural agents report success or fail for their mission, and if they fail then have the ability to report in which behaviour packet the failure occurred. If a packet corresponds to an action, then it is clear to the Planner which action failed and sensible replanning can take place. With one-to-many mapping, such replanning might in fact start several packets back from the failing one: for instance a failure in the DOCK packet (the more likely place for a failure practically speaking) forcing replanning at the beginning of the composite NAVIGATE action.
Equal and unequal cooperation
Planner primitives must also be designed to reflect real differences in underlying behaviours. We defined cooperative actions above as close-coupled or loose-coupled, but they can also be categorised across an orthogonal axis depending on whether all robots manifest the same behaviour (equal cooperation) or whether they play unequal parts. For example, two robots can relocate an object with each trying independently to move it to the target beacon as in the first experiment below -an example of equal cooperation. The planner primitive action designed for this is a multi-robot CARRY. On the other hand, one robot could have the behaviour patterns necessary to get the object to the target beacon and the other only those needed to go along with this. In this case the second robot could be seen as 'helping' the first one rather than cooperating equally, and this distinction would have to be embodied in a separate planner primitive action HELP for the correct behaviour script to be produced for each robot. The same sort of distinction could be made between moving in formation, where each robot navigates independently, and herding, where one robot leads and all the others just follow. Our experiments to date all assume equal cooperation based on two identical real robots, but it is quite possible that robots might have different abilities and be unable to cooperate equally.
Necessary and transition conditions
We have described the action to packet conversion process as a matching of pre-and post-conditions, but in fact not all planner goals are represented at the behaviour packet level -two very The Planner currently in use is UCPOP, from the University of Washington [Pemberthy & Weld92] . While much of the planning required so far is routine for such a planner, there are two novel aspects which require some modification of UCPOP, work currently in progress. The first aspect concerns the modelling of multi-robot actions. As can be seen from the experiments described below, such actions are a fundamental part of the MACTA project. The first experiment described concerns the cooperative relocation of an object by Fred and Ginger, with one robot carrying each end. The second experiment includes the transfer of an object from one robot to the other and also the tracking of one robot by the other. We define cooperative actions as one of two types: closely-coupled, when robots are physically connected, as they are when jointly transporting an object, and loosely-coupled when they are not, for example as they are when tracking (and would be if moving in formation). At the planning level, an elegant solution requires a multi-robot action that involves a variable number of robots, often depending on properties of other objects involved in the action. For example, a multi-robot carry might be executable for a given object with one 10 ton-carrying robot or with two 5 ton-carrying robots. In the absence of a planner supporting this approach, a less elegant solution is to define different actions for each case: a 10-ton-robot-carry and a two-5-ton-robots-carry for example. Work is still continuing in this area. The second aspect is the allocation of robots to actions. While MACTA only has two real robots, it is easy to imagine industrial scenarios in which larger numbers are available and the correct ones must be selected for the mission being planned. One approach would be to make a plan and ask robots to bid for it [Davis & Smith 83] . However there are two practical objections to this procedure. Firstly, since the robots are behavioural, they contain no models of their world, not even a Cartesian grid. Thus they cannot estimate the cost of taking on the mission. The reflective agent, which has a global world model at an abstract level and means of inferring the approximate position of the robots within it, is in a much better position to make such estimates. Secondly, the choice of robots will impact the plan produced in most cases and cannot be left to a separate scheduling stage (this is also true in military logistics planning problems -[Muscettola94]). For example, all robots involved in a multi-robot carry must have actions in the plan getting them to the object to be transported. For these two reasons, the approach adopted is to have the Mission Organiser contact all robots just before planning starts and obtain a status report which is used to update the agents KB. The Planner then uses this knowledge to allocate robots to actions. Finally, it should be emphasised that the reflective agent has a very abstract view of the environment -its model only contains those aspects which are relatively unchanging, such as walls, doors and so on. For this reason no updating from sensors is required: the only two sources of change are editing facilities -used by the human operator -and the results of the actions carried out by the robots when the mission success/fail messages are fed back. The MACTA philoso- 
{sensor precondition(s), active behaviour patterns, sensor post condition(s)}.
Note that a behaviour packet names the active patterns but does not contain them -they are held in a repertoire library within the robot. This means that behaviour packets are very small structures, typically some tens of bytes at most. Sensor preconditions and post conditions are a combination of a particular sensor and either an initiating or terminating condition. These have something in common with the continuous action model implemented by Gat [Gat92] in which activities are initiated and terminated by conditions, while Zelinsky's 'graphical sketches' [Zelinsky et al 94] represent a more specialised form of this approach to navigation only. Here is a simple two-packet behaviour script for a robot navigating to a beacon at a docking station and then docking with it: {(beaconSensor: beacon located) (bp1, bp2, bp3, bp4, bp5) (distanceSensor: distance < threshold)} {(distanceSensor: distance < threshold) (bp2, bp4, bp5) (captureHeadSensor:object loaded)} Here bp1-5 are defined as above. As each behaviour packet within the behaviour script is carried out, the pre-condition for the next is encountered so that the whole script is finally executed. The first packet enables the robot to arrive near the beacon, while in the second, bp3, which would cause it to turn away from the beacon as if it were an obstacle, is deactivated in order to allow docking (and loading) to occur. The non-deterministic nature of a behaviour packet contrasts somewhat with the circuit formalism used in the AI Planning community [Georgeff & Lansky 87, Lyons & Hendrik 92]. Where such formalisms explicitly engineer the relationship between reactive components, the relationship between the behaviour patterns activated by a behaviour packet is determined dynamically by the sensor input. Thus the moment-to-moment actions carried out by the behavioural agents are not determined by the behaviour packet, rather the packet describes an envelope of activity within which the agents' sensor input determines each action through the behaviour synthesis mechanism.
2.3
The Reflective Agent In a preceding project, behaviour scripts were hand-coded. Clearly this is not feasible for complex tasks and industrial environments: what is required is an interface that allows the highlevel specification of the goal to be achieved to be translated into the appropriate behaviour scripts for the right number of robots. A high-level view of the functionality of the reflective agent responsible for this process is shown in Figure 4 . The Mission Organiser is the component responsible for taking the user goal input through the user interface and passing it to the Planner for the generation of a hierarchical non-linear plan. The Mission Organiser then translates the primitive actions of this plan into behaviour scripts -a mechanism discussed in more detail in section 3 -and passes them to the appropriate robots using the agent models to retrieve detailed communications methods. It is also responsible for maintaining a monitor for each mission and for passing the results of it back to the user and to the Planner's world model.
3. The emergent behaviour is that of slowing down as an obstacle is approached. The motion response and associated utility form a utilitor vector, and addition of the utilitors for each active behaviour pattern is used to produce a resultant motion, as shown in Figure 2 . Thus the emergent behaviour of a robot is determined by synthesis of its active behaviour patterns, a form of conflict resolution quite different from that employed in the subsumption architecture [Brooks86] , in which one behaviour wins control of the actuators over others at any given moment. A number of behaviour patterns have been developed for the experiments discussed below, for example, for navigating to a beacon: bp1 which ensures a steady translate acceleration. bp2 which decelerates the mobile when an object is detected to be within a given range (shown above in Figure 3 ). bp3 which causes the mobile to rotate away from an object when detected to be within a given range. bp4 which ensures the mobile translates to an external beacon destination in the shortest possible time, i.e. travels at a maximum given velocity. bp5 which orientates the mobile so that it is facing towards an external beacon destination point. Note that separate patterns have been designed for translation and rotation, so that the emergent behaviour of obstacle avoidance is actually a combination of bp2 -slowing down -and bp3 -turning away. There are many circumstances in which it is desirable to allow interaction between the utilities of separate behaviour patterns. For example, if a robot meets a large obstacle while navigating to a beacon, the utility of obstacle avoidance rises but the utility of heading towards the beacon is unchanged. This can lead to oscillatory behaviour in which the robot is effectively trapped in a local minimum in a potential field. Work has been carried out to insert a set of fuzzy rules on top of the synthesis mechanism so that for example an increasing utility for obstacle avoidance patterns can be used to reduce the utility of head-towards-the-beacon patterns. This work is discussed in detail in .
2.2
Behaviour Scripts -a Behavioural-Reflective Interface The usefulness of an emergent behaviour -that is the synthesised output from all active behaviour patterns -is related not only to the overall task an agent is designed to carry out, but also to the structure of that task. If task structure is modelled as a decomposition into sub-goals, then the higher the number of different sub-goals, the wider the range of behaviour patterns needed and the greater the potential for unwanted interactions in achieving each of those subgoals. We argue that this is why behavioural systems have so far proved much more successful at tasks with few subgoals such as flocking, herding, box-pushing and mapping than with tasks with more internal structure. The task carried out by the can-collecting robot Hurbert [Connell89] has the most complex structure of the behavioural systems examined, and in this case some very specialised engineering short-cuts appear to have been used. What is required is a means of allowing the task structure to create a context in which only appropriate behaviour patterns are activated. In the BSA, a structure known as a Behaviour Script is used for precisely this purpose, allowing each behavioural agent to activate and deactivate behaviour patterns within its overall repertoire. Associated with every behaviour pattern in an agent's repertoire is an 'active' flag which enables or disables that pattern. Thus patterns producing obstacle avoidance, for example, can be turned off when required. A behaviour script is a way of organising the activation of behaviour patterns appropriate to the particular sub-task being carried out, and the corresponding deactivation of inappropriate behaviour patterns. It is also therefore the basic interface mechanism between a behavioural agent and the reflective agent, which is able to provide just this knowledge of subtask structure. A behaviour script consists of a number of behaviour packets, each of which contains a triplet:
A number of behavioural levels were identified as shown in Figure 2 . The self level contains strategies concerned with internal resources -for example the maximisation and replenishment of battery power. The environment level contains those which relate to activities involving other objects in the robot's environment, for example collision detection and avoidance. At the species level are found strategies concerned with competitive and cooperative behaviours with other monads, while the universe layer contains strategies relating to particular tasks, such as object relocation. This classification system provides a useful framework for thinking about behaviour pattern conflict. For example, the conflict between object avoidance and docking occurs between a pattern classified as environment and one classified as universe and it is clear that many other such conflicts may take place. In particular, behaviour patterns classified as self will often conflict with those classified as species, reflecting the difference between an individual agent acting alone and cooperation between several agents. Any of these strategy levels can contain any number of behaviour patterns. A behaviour pattern consists of a stimulus/response function, which is a mapping of sensor input to desired actuator output, and an associated utility function which maps the same sensor input onto an output weighting. When a sensory stimulus is received, the stimulus/response function allows an appropriate motion response to be retrieved while the utility function gives a measure of its importance.
For example, as a robot gets closer to an external object, the strategy of travelling at a low translation velocity is given a higher utility to reflect its increased importance -as shown in Figure   FIGURE 2 
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what does not happen. The reflective agent accepts goals from a human operator, each of which is translated into a mission for a group of robots as described in more detail in section 3 below. The robots carry out the mission autonomously, without reference to the reflective agent until either the mission is complete, in which case they report success, or until any robot is involved in a non-recoverable failure. The reflective agent has a role to play in error recover at a mission level, but this will only be sketched in this paper as work in this important area is still at an early stage.
The relationship between reflective and behavioural components is intermediate between a traditional hierarchy in which one system decides actions and the others do exactly what they are told, and the more recent multi-agent systems in which each agent determines their own actions and negotiates with others [Davis&Smith83] . The reflective agent determines the high-level task structure using an abstract model which confines itself to the large-scale more static properties [Gat93] present in most human constructed environments. Within this task structure, robots then act autonomously according to their sensor input, dealing with dynamic and unmodelled aspects of the environment. Thus the relationship is essentially supervisory [Ephrati/Rosenschein92], matching closely the human organisational structure of many of the industrial environments in which MACTA robots are envisaged as working.
2.1
The 
Introduction
This paper reports work carried out in the Mobile Robotics Lab at the University of Salford into a hybrid symbolic-behavioural architecture for cooperating mobile robots in the project MAC-TA -Multiple Automata for Complex Task Achievement. We will first discuss the motivation for this research, go on to describe the overall architecture and consider the issues involved in linking the symbolic to the behavioural components. We will discuss experiments carried out with two Real World Interface Inc. B12 robots, Fred and Ginger, and finally evaluate the results in the context of related work. The original motivation for multi-robot work at Salford was the desire to explore the idea that many small simple robots might be more successful at carrying out complex tasks through cooporation than the traditional single more complicated one had turned out to be. A novel behavioural architecture (different from subsumption) was developed for this purpose, the Behavioural Synthesis Architecture or BSA. This is summarised below and a more detailed account can be found in [Barnes 96]. Having achieved this however, it became clear, as a number of workers have commented, that a purely behavioural architecture was subject to a number of problems. Firstly, behaviour patterns may interact in inefficient or counter-productive ways. For example, a behaviour pattern which produces obstacle avoidance conflicts with one which produces docking in a loading bay (or for a manipulator, grasping of an object). This becomes even more obvious where behavioural agents cooperate since robots must work in close proximity while still avoiding obstacles. A second and related problem is that as the number of behaviour patterns implemented on a robot increases, the design problem of specifying the emergent behaviours that will occur under different sensory conditions tends to become intractable. It is for this reason that some have argued that behavioural robots can never carry out tasks more complex than can-collecting [Connell89], box-pushing [Kube and Zhang 94], herding or moving in formation [Wang91] . A further criticism of the behavioural approach for those who are interested in practically useful systems is that behavioural systems provide a completely opaque interface to a human who might be responsible for the goals they are to achieve, as is commonly the case in industrial applications. In a sense behavioural agents may be too autonomous [Aylett94] for such applications: if they fit human purposes then it is only because they are designed to do so a priori, not because there is any easy way of communicating such purposes to them. Yet even simple robots represent a substantial investment, so that task flexibility -the ability to carry out more than one task -is likely to be frequently required. Such flexibility can only be achieved if there is a way of communicating tasks. For all these reasons the MACTA project has developed a hybrid architecture which combines behavioural components -embodied in cooperating mobile robots -giving robustness and adaptivity with a model-based component -embodied in a computer-based reflective agentoffering goal decomposition, ways of handling task complexity and symbolic communication with a human user. A basic problem of such a hybrid architecture is how to integrate components using very different representations -symbolically encoded actions in the case of the reflective agent, and functions in the real-number domain in the case of behavioural agents. We discuss the MACTA solution to this problem.
2.
The MACTA architecture Figure 1 shows the coarse-grain architecture of the MACTA system. A single reflective agent directs behavioural agents organised in world-based clusters. For the purposes of the project, which has a limited number of real robots, some of these clusters consist of real robots and some of simulated ones (naturally real and simulated robots are not mixed in the same 'world cluster' since cooperation between a real robot and a simulation would be problematic!). The reflective agent is not itself implemented on a robot but on a fixed computer system: there is little point in allowing an agent of this type to move around the environment unless its symbolic world model is going to be updated with sensor information, and as discussed below this is just 
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